Get “Future-Ready”.
Migrate to the Cloud
with Y&L
Drive enterprise-wide agility,
flexibility and security with Y&L
cloud migration services

• Is it the right time to move to the cloud?
• What should I move to the cloud first?
• Which cloud should I migrate to:
Public, Private or Hybrid?
• How much value can I expect
from migration?
Organizations are migrating to the cloud to break
the barriers of innovation through different layers of
data, infrastructure and applications. Migration to the
cloud has become a necessity, especially application
migration, as it plays a crucial role in the digital evolution
of new age businesses. As an indispensable element
for transformation, cloud migration powers agility,
adaptiveness, speed and personalized user experiences.

Drivers Behind Enterprise Cloud Adoption

Enterprises have emphatically embraced
the notion of migrating existing workloads
to the cloud, fundamentally for digital

Ability to scale
quickly and
easily

46%

transformation. The migrations market is
estimated at $75Billion; and workload shift
to cloud is predicted to be 25% of the total in
coming year, compared to 21% today. Cloud
migration is taking rapid strides owing to the

Free up our IT staff
for other tasks

reasons like:
• Applications are experiencing increased
traffic which has constrained the
scalability

Signicant
cost reduction

• Inflating operational costs and declining
effectiveness of IT processes
• Lack of a vision and growth plan for digital
transformation
• Higher cycle time for product and services
to arrive in the market

Fine grain
cost control

44%

Benefits of
managed services
from CSPs

38%

Fastest
time-to-deployment

32%

Shifting focus
away from
infrastructure

20%

Getting out of
the data center
business

38%
36%
28%

The Cloud Advantage
Increased Speed

Moving the enterprise’s applications, data,

Enhanced
Scalability

infrastructure & business processes to the
cloud is essential to bridge the impending
gaps in business demand vis-à-vis technology

Reduced
Cost

capacity. The migration presents a unique
opportunity to the enterprise in identifying
technology, opportunities for improving

Agility and
Innovation

the performance and availability of critical
business functions.

Enhanced
Collaboration
Data Security

Y&L Cloud Migration Services
As a leading cloud services provider, Y&L Consulting is driving digital disruption with its customer-centric
innovative services suite. For our customers embarking on their cloud migration journey, our vision is to drive
holistic business transformation via performance optimization, data availability and security, continuous
collaboration and cost reduction.
Our cloud migration suite is comprised of end-to-end cloud migration services viz. advisory, assessment,
migration strategy, proof of concept development, migration, testing and deployment. Our proprietary
migration framework ensures that customers are able to maximize the value from movement of infrastructure,
data and applications. Our Cloud Centre of Excellence complements our customer’s migration journey with a
knowledge-base that not only ensures rapid migration coupled with automatic remediation, but also enhances
the applications reliability post-migration.

Application Migration

• Well-known mobile and website
application services expertise
provide detailed, long-ranging,
robust, scalable methodologies
for migrating large application
portfolios to cloud platforms
• Application Migration using Lift
and Shift/PaaS

Data Security
• Safe and cost-effective
data migration without
disruption in day-today
business operations
• Database and data
warehouse migration
using Lift and Shift/
PaaS

Data Security
• Migration from physical to
virtual infrastructure with
dedicated cloud experts and
proven migration methodology
• AD Migration
• Storage Migration
• Server Migration

As a future-first organization, with multi-disciplinary expertise in delivering Digital Transformation to multiple
Fortune 500 organizations, Y&L is the results-driven partner for enterprises aspiring to migrate the workload to
the cloud. Our cloud-first deployment strategy and DevOps expertise facilitate even the most complex migrations
in a streamlined and accelerated manner with zero business impact.

Success Stories

A leading global manufacturer and supplier of

A large global Agricultural equipment

medium and heavy-duty commercial vehicle

manufacturer

suspensions and components
Business Background:
Business Background:

Customer’s Cloud Adoption was triggered due to

Migration of supplier portal to Azure. The supplier

long cycles in provisioning and fulfilling hardware

portal is an end-to-end portal for lifecycle activities

and memory requests for new and existing business

of suppliers. The migration of the portal involved

applications by their Infrastructure team. Another

application, database and AD migration to Azure.

reason was to avoid the heavy license fees associated
with traditional application servers and databases.

Solution:
• Used Azure Web Apps for fully managed and
highly secure service that helped to develop
and deploy enterprise-ready web applications
• Used Azure SQL for relational database
managed service and for dynamically scalable
performance

Solution:
Migrated several Dealer and customer facing web
applications to the Cloud using a two-phased approach.

• Azure AD for Single identity access for each user
across entire enterprise, keeping users, groups,
and devices in sync with Azure AD Connect

• Applications were made Cloud ready by migrating
from licensed servers and databases to open
source options
• Stabilize the application on-premise and migrate
to the Cloud (AWS)

For More Information Contact Y&L Today!
About Y&L
Y&L Consulting, Inc. - a YASH Technologies company, located in San
Antonio, Texas - has assisted many medium-size and large companies
with their IT architecture, programming and integration needs. In concert
with YASH Technologies, clients benefit from the combination of high
caliber IT professional talent sourcing with high-end solution expertise.
Y&L’s comprehensive service approach incorporates a holistic view of
our customers that extends beyond delivery. This approach integrates
enterprise solutions and services, proprietary best practice offerings,
strategic application and maintenance outsourcing, as well as consulting
and integration services. YASH is a SEI CMMI and an ISO 9001:2000
certified company with US and India headquarters in addition to regional
sales and development offices spread across 6 continents.

Y&L Consulting, Inc.
5750 Epsilon,
San Antonio, TX 78249
210-340-0098
www.ylconsulting.com
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